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Protein Structures and Optimal Folding from a Geometrical Variational Principle
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A novel approach, validated by an analysis of barnase and chymotrypsin inhibitor, is introduced to
elucidate the paramount role played by the geometry of the protein backbone in steering the folding to
the native state. It is found that native states of proteins, compared with compact artificial backbones,
have an exceedingly large number of conformations with a given amount of structural overlap with
them; moreover, the density of overlapping conformations, at a given overlap, of unrelated proteins
of the same length are nearly equal. These results suggest an extremality principle underlying protein
evolution, which, in turn, is shown to be possibly associated with the emergence of secondary structures.
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The rapid and reversible folding of proteins into the
thermodynamically stable native state [1] is accompani
by a huge reduction in conformational entropy [2,3]. Ev
dence has been accumulating for an achievement of
entropy reduction through a folding funnel favoring th
kinetic accessibility of the native state [4–8]. Some fun
damental questions remain unanswered. What makes p
teins special compared to random heteropolymers? W
guides the folding of a protein? Is it the sequence that
fundamental or its native structure?

In this Letter, we examine these issues and focus
the special role played by the native structure of protein
with no input of information regarding amino acid se
quences. The study is carried out through a novel theor
cal probe of the conformation space of proteins: a meas
of the density of overlapping conformations (DOC) hav
ing a given overlap or percentage of contacts in comm
with a fixed native structure. We show with studies o
chymotrypsin inhibitor (reference 2ci2 of the Brookhave
Protein Data Bank) and barnase (1a2p) that the DOC p
vides key information on the folding pathway. An analys
of the DOC for real protein structures and for artificiall
generated decoy ones suggests that an extremal princip
operational in nature, which maximizes the DOC at inte
mediate overlap, providing a large basin of attraction [5
7,9,10] for the native state and promoting the emergen
of secondary structures.

Our study consists of determining the number of stru
tures with a given structural similarity to a putative nativ
state. The structural similarity between the native stru
ture and another one is defined as the percentage of na
contacts in the alternative conformation. It is well know
that such a measure is a good coordinate characterizing
folding process [11–13]. As is customary, two residue
are defined to be in contact if the distance between theirCa

atoms is less than6.5 Å. In an unbiased study, conforma
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tions that differ slightly should not be considered distinc
To avoid this problem, we coarse-grain the configuration
degrees of freedom by adopting a discretization approa
[14] where theCa ’s occupy sites on a suitably oriented fc
lattice (of edge 3.8 Å). This discretization does not disto
the peptide angles, and the position of the coarse-grain
Ca ’s differ from the true ones by typically less than 1 Å
root mean square deviation [15]. For proteins of about 1
residues, the contact maps [16] of the real and fcc coar
grained contact maps are virtually identical.

The generation of conformations was carried out using
standard Monte Carlo procedure (see, e.g., Refs. [13,1
which allows one to move simultaneously up to 7 random
chosenCa ’s to unoccupied fcc sites. Each conformatio
is required to satisfy certain constraints of steric overla
and peptide geometry. These constraints (any two nonc
secutive residues cannot be closer than4.65 Å due to ex-
cluded volume effects and the peptide bond is not stretch
beyond5.37 Å) were determined after carrying out an fc
coarse-graining of several proteins of intermediate leng
(ø100 residues) and enforced in the generation of prote
like conformations.

In order to minimize the effects of correlation betwee
successively generated structures, we typically discard
50 elementary moves before accepting each new conf
mation. A newly generated conformation was accept
with the usual Metropolis rule according to the chang
in the Boltzmann weight:eDyKBT , whereD is the change
in contact overlap andT is a fictitious temperature. By
choosingT appropriately, one can readily generate co
formations with a desired average contact overlap,q̄. At
a given temperature, the true number of structures w
overlapq is proportional to the number of conformation
with overlapq obtained in the simulation multiplied by the
Boltzmann weight. On undoing the Boltzmann bias, it
possible to recover the true density of conformations in
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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region aroundq̄. In order to obtain the density of con-
formations for all values of overlap, we performed2500
Monte Carlo samplings at different decreasing tempe
tures and then used standard deconvolution procedu
[18]. Overall, for each distinct value of the overlap, mor
than 1000 structures were sampled. We have confirm
that the DOC curves are independent of the starting co
formation and that the “folding” DOC obtained starting
from a random conformation and cooling agrees to bet
than 3% (in logarithmic scale) with the “unfolding” DOC
obtained starting from the target structure and increas
the temperature.

We begin with the backbones of the chymotrypsin in
hibitor and barnase. We generated 2500 structures wit
not too large overlap [19] (ø40%) for each of them. It
turned out that the most frequent contacts shared by
native conformation of 2ci2 with the others involved th
helical residues 30–42 (see top of Fig. 1). Contacts
volving such residues were shared by56% of the sampled
structures. On the other hand, the rarest contacts pertai
to interaction between the helix andb strands and between
the b strands themselves. This is in excellent agreeme
with the studies of Fershtet al. [21,22], which observed the
formation of the helix at early stages of the folding [23
A different behavior (see bottom of Fig. 2) was found fo
barnase, where, again, for overlap ofø40%, we find many
contacts pertaining to the nearly complete formation of h
lix 1 (residues 8–18), a partial formation of helix 2, an
bonds between residues 26–29 and 29–32 as well as s
eral nonlocal contacts bridging theb strands, especially

FIG. 1. Ribbon plot (obtained withRASMOL) of 2ci2 (top) and
barnase (bottom). The residues involved in the 12 (16) mo
frequent contacts of alternative structures with overlapø40%
with the native conformations are highlighted in black. Th
majority of these coincide with contacts that are formed at t
early stages of folding.
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residues 51–55 and 72–75. This picture is fully consi
tent with the experimental results obtained in Ref. [24
This provides a sounda posteriori justification that the
main features of the folding of a protein can be followe
from a study of the DOC. Remarkably, the method dis
cussed above relies entirely on structure-related propert
and suggests that the main features of the folding funn
are determined by the geometry of the “bare” backbon
while the finer details, of course, depend on the speci
well-designed sequence.

We now turn to an analysis of three proteins of length 5
(1hcg, 1hja, and 1sgp) which have nearly the same nu
ber of native contacts (ø83). For each structure, we cal-
culated the DOC with the constraint that the total numb
of contacts in the alternative structures do not exceed t
number of contacts in the native state by more than 10
to avoid excessive compactness. To assess whether
DOC associated with naturally occurring proteins had sp
cial features, we generated three decoy conformations
the same length and number of contacts, but with diffe
ent degrees of short- and long-range contacts (in seque
separation). These decoys (subject to the aforemention
“physical constraints”) were generated with a simulate
annealing procedure to find the structure with the high
est overlap with a target contact matrix. By tuning th
number of short-range versus long-range entries in the t
get random contact matrix, we generated three structu
with different degrees of compactness and local geomet
cal regularity.

The logarithmic plots of the DOC are shown in Fig. 3
A striking feature of the curves is that, for intermedi
ate overlap, the DOC of the real proteins is enormous
larger than that of the decoys and suggests that natura

FIG. 2. Distribution of sequence separation of contacts com
monly found in the conformations that overlap with the nativ
state structures of 2ci2 and 1a2p. The most frequent conta
for 2ci2 have a small sequence separation (3–4) and pertain
helix formation. The 1a2p case shows a very different behavi
with several contacts with very large sequence separation.
3373
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FIG. 3. Density of overlapping conformations for proteins fo
1sgp (filled squares), 1hja (filled pentagons), and 1hcg (fill
hexagons). Curves for artificial decoy structures are deno
by the open symbols.

occurring conformations have a much larger number
entryway structures than random compact conformatio
Furthermore, for very high values of the overlap, the stee
ness of the protein curves is much larger than those of
decoys, showing that the reduction in the conformation
entropy is also higher. This implies the existence of a fu
nel with a very large basin and steep walls. Another si
nificant feature is the good collapse of the protein curve
We verified that this feature also obtains for 1bd0 and 2p
which each have 80 residues and 140 and 146 contacts
spectively. A simple explanation for the curve collaps
could be that the DOC of real proteins is “extremal,” i
that it is close to the maximum possible value for interm
diate values of the overlap.

The importance of the locality of contacts for folding
kinetics was highlighted recently by Plaxcoet al. [25]
who found a correlation between folding rate and conta
order, defined as the average sequence separation of
tacts normalized to the total number of contacts and s
quence length. With reference to Fig. 3, the contact ord
values for proteins 1hcg, 1hja, and 1sgp are 0.139, 0.2
and 0.204, respectively. For the decoy structures, they
0.424, 0.222, and 0.179 for the curves denoted by op
squares, pentagons, and hexagons, respectively. The s
ture with an unusually high contact order has the lowe
DOC curve and optimal sequences designed on it
equivalently a Go-like model [11]) would be expected t
exhibit slow folding dynamics [26] in accord with the find
ings of Plaxcoet al. [25].

A ubiquitious feature of protein structures is the exis
tence of secondary-structure motifs [27,28] which ha
characteristic signatures in the contact maps, such as ba
parallel to the diagonal (a helices and parallelb sheets) or
3374
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orthogonal to it (antiparallelb sheets). We have carried
out some simple investigations to assess whether a c
relation exists between the extremality of the DOC curv
and the emergence of secondary-structure-like motifs. W
considered a space of contact maps [16], within which ea
of the residues interacted with the same number of oth
residues,nc (typically nc  5, as in the average case of
a protein with about 100 residues and a cutoff distan
of 6.5 Å). This space contains maps corresponding
both real structures and unphysical ones. Furthermore,
mimic the effects of the rigidity and geometry of the pep
tide bond, we disallowed contacts between residuei and
the four neighboring residues along the sequencei 6 2,
i 6 1.

In this context, the maximization of the density of state
corresponds to finding the target matrix with the highe
number of matrices sharing a given fraction of its contact
Although it is difficult to solve this problem, for arbitrary
values of the overlap, it is relatively easy to generate m
trices with an overlap close to the maximum value,q̄max
(for a L 3 L matrix, q̄max  Lnc). To enumerate all ma-
trices with overlapq̄max 2 2, one first identifies a pair of
nonzero entries in the target matrix̄m: m̄ij  m̄kl  1.
Then it is necessary to check whether entriesm̄il , m̄kj are
both “free” (i.e., equal to zero) and do not correspond t
forbidden contacts (e.g., betweeni and i 1 1). If this is
so, the old pair of entries (and their symmetric counte
part) are set to zero, and the new ones to 1. By consid
ing, in turn, all possible pairs of nonzero entries one ca
generate all matrices of overlapq̄max 2 2. Then, by per-
forming a simulated annealing in contact-map space o
can isolate the map having the highest number of matric
with overlapq̄max 2 2.

We carried out our calculations for values ofL around
60. The optimal matrices exhibit clustering reminiscent o
a helices andb sheets, as shown in the upper triangula
region of Fig. 4. A more quantitative measurement o
the secondary-structure content of the optimal matric
can be obtained by considering the correlation function
g6sxd 

P
i mi,i6x, which show peaks in correspondenc

with the sequence separation of residues involved ina

helices and parallelb sheets (g1) or antiparallelb sheets
(g2). A typical plot of the correlation functions for
an optimal map of length 60 and for the protein 3eb
(length 62) are shown in Fig. 5. The similarity of the
plots is striking, particularly because, in both cases, th
height of the peaks ing1 decreases with sequence sepa
ration, unlike the situation withg2.

In summary, a novel approach is used to elucidate t
key role played by the geometry of the protein backbon
in providing a large basin of attraction to the native stat
Strikingly, by studying the conformational entropy of a
backbone it is possible to identify the peptide region
which come in contact at early stages of folding with no de
tailed information on the sequences that are housed in
target fold. Our results are consistent with the recent fin
ings on the folding nucleus of Ref. [29] and of Ref. [30
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FIG. 4. The upper (lower) triangular region shows a targ
contact matrix withL  60 that has a large (intermediate)
number of contact maps with an overlap ofq̄max 2 2 contacts.

in which it was shown that, compared to an arbitrary fold
the native state of a protein is in the proximity (in struc
ture space) of many more low-energy structures, obtain
by perturbing the original conformation. Our results ar
suggestive of an extremality principle underlying the sele
tion of naturally occurring folds of proteins which, in turn
is shown to be possibly associated with the emergence
secondary structures.

This work was supported by grants from INFM, NASA
NATO, and The Petroleum Research Fund administer
by The American Chemical Society.

FIG. 5. Correlation functions (see text) for an optimal targe
matrix of length 60 and for a protein of length 62 taken from
the protein data bank.
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